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(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)



The Pennsylvania Insurance Department (Department) amends 31 Pa. Code Ch. 146a (relating to Privacy of
Consumer Financial Information) in accordance with changes made to the National Association of Insurance
Conmiissioners (NMC) Model Regulation #672 entitled “Privacy of Consumer Financial and Health Information
Regulation.” The amendments contained in the final-form mlemaldng provide that a licensee’s use of the federal
“Model Privacy Form,” codified at 16 CFR Part 313, Appendix A, would constitute compliance with the
requirements of Chapter 146a. Additionally, the final-form rulemaking would exempt certain licensees from
providing an annual privacy notice if the licensee has not changed its policies and practices from those described in
the most recent disclosure.

(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.

This rulemaking is made pursuant to the Department’s general rulemaking authority as set forth in sections 206,
506, 1501 and 1502 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P.S. § 66, 186,411 and 412) and the
Department’s rulemaking authority under the Unfair Insurance Practices Act (40 P. 5. § 1171.1—1171.15).
See FALU v. Insurance Department, 371 A.2d 564 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1977) (further explaining the Commissioner’s
authority to promulgate regulations pursuant to the Unfair Insurance Practices Act).

(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order, or federal regulation? Are there any
relevant state or federal court decisions? II yes, cite the specific law, case or regulation as well as, any deadlines
for action.

While this final-form rulemaking is not mandated by federal law, the amendments would promote consistency
between the requirements of Chapter 146a and the requirements of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), Pub.
L. No. 106—102, 15 U.S.C.A § 6801-6827, and corresponding federal regulations (16 CFR Part 313).

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest that justifies the regulation.
Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantify the benefits as completely as possible and approximate
the number of people who will benefit.

The regulation is needed to promote consistency with federal and other states’ privacy requirements, reduce
licensees’ costs, and reduce consumer confusion regarding receiving multiple and duplicative privacy notices.
Additionally, the amendments are necessitated by changes to federal law. Specifically, on December 4, 2015,
President Obama signed the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act into law. Pub. L. No. 114-94.
The FAST Act contains an amendment entitled “Eliminate Privacy Notice Confusion,” which amended section
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503 of the GLBA (15 U.S.C.A. § 6803) to provide for exceptions to the requirement that financial institutions
provide annual privacy notices to customers. See section 75001 of Pub. L. No. 114-94. In response to the
changes to the GLBA, the NAIC amended NAIC Model Regulation #672 (Privacy of Consumer Financial and
Health Information Regulation).

The NAIC Model amendments incorporate the FAST Act’s exceptions to the privacy notice requirement and
provide that if a licensee uses a sample of a privacy form as set forth in Appendix A to 16 CFR Pan 313, the
licensee would be deemed compliant with the state model regulation. As such, this final-form rulemaking will
promote consistency between the requirements of Chapter 146a and the requirements of the NAIC model, the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (OLBA), Pub. L. No. 106—102, 15 U.S.C.A § 6801-6827, and corresponding federal
regulations. 16 CFR Part 313.

Adoption of the amendments in the final-form rulemaking will promote consistency in how licensees are
regulated throughout the country and may reduce licensees’ administrative costs. Although the Department
cannot quantify the exact savings to the regulated community, licensees likely will save postage and printing
costs associated with the mailing of the annual disclosure. Additionally, the amendments will create consistency
in how consumers are notified of licensees’ privacy practices and eliminate duplicative and multiple notices.

(11) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? if yes, identify the specific
provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.

No. The amendments minor federal standards.

(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? How will this affect Pennsylvania’s
ability to compete with other states?

Fifty-two states and territories have adopted or partially adopted the previous version of NAIC Model
Regulation #672. At least two states have adopted the amendments to NAIC Model Regulation #672 through
bulletin and at least five states have commenced the regulatory process. Because the amendments are designed
to reduce licensees’ costs and reduce consumer confusion regarding receipt of multiple and duplicative notices,
Pennsylvania’s failure to adopt these changes may hinder Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states in
that licensees doing business in Pennsylvania would be subject to additional and inconsistent regulatory
requirements.
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(13) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state agencies? If yes,
explain and provide specific citations.

This final-form rulemaking will not affect any other Department regulations or the regulations of other state
agencies.

(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory council/group,
small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and drafting of the regulation.
List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small business” is defined in Section 3 of the
Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)

The Department circulated exposure drafts of this final-form rulemaking to several industry participants.
Insurance Agents and Brokers (Lk&B), Pennsylvania Association of Mutual Insurance Companies (PAMIC),
Capital Blue Cross, and the Insurance Federation of Pennsylvania (1FF) submitted comments during the
comment period. All comments were taken into consideration. IA&B and PAMIC submitted comments on
August 15 and 16 respectively and expressed support for the Department’s proposed rulemaking.

Capital Blue Cross expressed support for the Department’s proposal to eliminate the requirement for annual
GLBA notices. Capital Blue Cross did, however, express concerns regarding the proposal to sunset the safe
harbor for the use of sample clauses. Capital Blue Cross was concerned that by sunsetting the safe harbor, this
would force Capital Blue Cross to use the federal model privacy form. The Department spoke with Capital Blue
Cross representatives to clarify that notwithstanding the sunset of the safe harbor, a licensee may continue to
incorporate the sample clauses into their disclosure notices and be determined by the Department to be in
compliance with the requirements of the regulation based upon a review of the text of the notice itself.

1FF expressed support for the proposed mlemaldng, however, 1FF offered one editorial change. Specifically, 1FF
recommended a change to Section 146a.13(fj by adding “or National Association of Insurance Commissioners
Regulation #672, Appendix B”. The Department adopted the proposed language.

The Independent Regulatory Review Commission (WRC) submitted two comments: (1) requesting that the
Department address Capital Blue Cross’s concern with regard to the sunsetting of the safe harbor; and (2)
requesting the Department address the WP’s request with regard to adding language to Section 146a.13W. Both
comments have been addressed as previously explained.

(15) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the
Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012) and organizations which will be affected by the regulation. How are
they affected?

This final-form rulemaking will affect consumers who receive privacy notices in that it will eliminate the
confusion caused by multiple and duplicative privacy notices. Additionally, this final-form rulemaking will
affect each entity that falls within the definition of a “licensee” in 31 Pa. Code § 146a.2, in that it would provide
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for exceptions to the requirement that licensees provide annual privacy notices to consumers. The Department
has identified approximately 272,184 licensees that fall within this definition including:

• 2312 licensed insurers as defined in section 201-A of the Insurance Department Act of 1921 (40 P.s.
§ 65.1-A) and entities doing the business of insurance pursuant to The Insurance Company Law of 1921
(40 P.S. § 341-999).

• 53 Fraternal Benefit Societies licensed pursuant to 40 P.S. § 991.2401-991.2466.

• 252,104 producers licensed pursuant to 40 P.S. § 310.1-3 10.99a.

• 83 reinsurance intermediaries licensed pursuant to 40 P.S. § 321.1-321.10; 521 Insurance
Administrators licensed pursuant to 40 P.S. § 324.1-324.13; and 16,902 other miscellaneous persons or
entities licensed or required to be licensed, or authorized or required to be authorized, or registered or
required to be registered under the Insurance Department Act of 1921 (40 P.S. § 1-321).

• 24 health maintenance organizations holding a certificate of authority under section 201 of the Health
Care Facilities Act (35 P. S. § 448.201).

• 185 nonadmitted insurers that accept business placed through a surplus lines licensee (as defined in 40
P. S. § 991.1602 (relating to definition of surplus lines licensee)) in this Commonwealth with regard to
surplus lines placements placed under Article XVI of The Insurance Company Law (40 P. S.
§ 991.1601—991.1625).

(16) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses, that will be required to comply with the
regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.

As stated in the response to question 15, approximately 272,184 licensees will be required to comply with the
final-form rulemaking.

(17) Identify the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small businesses,
businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the benefits expected as
a result of the regulation.

This final-form rulemaking is based upon the recently-amended version of NMC Model Regulation #672. The
amendments are likely to be adopted by most, if not all, states and territories. Adoption of the amendments in
the rulemaking will promote consistency in how licensees are regulated throughout the country and may reduce
licensees’ administrative costs. Although the Department cannot quantify the exact savings to the regulated
community, licensees likely will save postage and printing costs associated with the mailing of the annual
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privacy notice. Additionally, the amendments will create consistency in how consumers are notified of
licensees’ privacy practices and eliminate consumer confusion caused by duplicative and multiple notices.

(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.

This final-form rulemaking will not impose any costs or cause any adverse effects. The benefits of the final-
form rulemaking are set forth in response to question #17 above.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain how the
dollar estimates were derived.

The final-form rulemaking will not impose any costs upon the regulated community. Although the Department
cannot quantify the exact savings to the regulated community, licensees likely will save postage and printing
costs associated with the mailing of the annual privacy notice.

(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs andlor savings to the local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which maybe required. Explain how the
dollar estimates were derived.

This final-form rulemaking will not impose any costs upon or result in any savings to local governments.

(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with the
implementation of the regulation, including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures which maybe
required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

This final-form rulemaking will not impose any costs upon or result in any savings to state government.
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(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (19)-(2l) above, submit a statement of legal,
accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkeeping or other paperwork, including
copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an explanation of
measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.

This final-form rulemaking does not impose any new reporting, recordkeeping, or paperwork requirements upon
the regulated conijnunity. To the contrary, it sets forth exceptions to the requirement that licensees provide
annual privacy notices to customers.

(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?

No. But if a licensee chooses to take advantage of the safe harbor, it would use the federal model privacy form.

(22b) if forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here. if your
agency uses electronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the information required to
be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed description of the information to
be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.

A copy of the forms required for implementation of this final-form rulemaking are attached hereto. The forms
are set forth in Appendix A to 16 CFR Part 313, and Appendix B to the NMC Model Regulation #672, both of
which are substantively identical.

(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with implementation and
compliance for the regulated community, local government, and state government for the current year and five
subsequent years.

Current FY FY +1 FY +2 FY +3 FY +4 FY +5
Year Year Year Year Year Year

SAVINGS: Not Not Not Not quantifiable Not Not
quantifiable quantifiable quantifiable quantifiable quantifiable

Regulated Not Not Not Not quantifiable Not Not
Community quantifiable quantifiable quantifiable quantifiable quantifiable
Local 0 0 0 0 0 0
Government
State 0 0 0 0 0 0
Government
Total Not Not Not Not quantifiable Not Not
Savings quantifiable quantifiable quantifiable quantifiable quantifiable
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(23a) Provide the past three year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.

Program 1W -3 FY -2 FY -1 Current FY

None. 0 0 0 0

(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the
Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statement that includes the following:

(a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.
(b) The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance with the

proposed regulation, including the type of professional skills necessary for preparation of the report or
record.

(c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.
(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of the

proposed regulation.

The final-form rulemaking is not expected to have any adverse impact on small business. However, the
Department has reviewed the standards set forth by 13 CFR 12.201 and the U.S. Small Business Administration
Table of Small Business Size Standards Matched to North American Industry Classification System Code to
determine the applicability of this rulemaking to small businesses. These standards vary by entity type. To
qualify as a small business, the entity must fall within the following thresholds:

COSTS: 0 0 0 0

Regulated 0 0 0 0
Community
Local 0 0 0 0
Government
State 0 0 0 0
Government
Total Costs 0 0 0 0

REVENUE 0 0 0 0
LOSSES:
Regulated 0 0 0 0
Community
Local 0 0 0 0
Government
State 0 0 0 0
Government
Total 0 0 0 0
Revenue
Losses
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• Direct Life Insurance Carriers (annual receipts of less than S38.5 million).
• Direct Health and Medical Insurance Carriers (annual receipts of less than 538.5 million).
• Direct Property and Casualty Insurance Carriers (less than 1500 employees).
• Direct Title Insurance Carriers (annual receipts of less than $38.5 million).
• Other Direct Insurance (except Life, Health and Medical) (annual receipts of less than $38.5 million).
• Producers a/k/a Agents and Brokers (less than $7.5 million in annual receipts).

Based upon the limited information available to the Department, the Department has identified the following
number of domestic companies that may meet the definition of “small business:” five Direct Life Insurance
Carriers, six Direct Health and Medical Insurance Carriers, 112 Direct Property and Casualty Insurance Carriers
and one Direct Title Insurance Carrier.

The Department does not collect information regarding the annual receipts collected by producers. However,
because of the high threshold of annual receipts for producers, the Department estimates that most, if not
all, Pennsylvania-based insurance producers would fall within the definition of “small business.”

There are no projected reporting, recordkeeping or other administrative costs required for compliance with the
final-form rulemaking. There will be no negative effect on impacted small businesses. As such, no alternative
methods of achieving the purpose of the final-form miemaking have been considered.

(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected groups or
persons including, but not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.

No provisions have been developed to meet the needs of minorities, the elderly, small businesses or farmers.

(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and rejected and
a statement that the least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.

Because the amendments in this final-form rulemaking do not impose a burden upon the regulatory community,
no alternative regulatory provisions have been considered.

(27) In conducting a regulatory flexibility analysis, explain whether regulatory methods were considered that
will minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act,
Act 76 of 2012), including:

a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses;
b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting requirements for

small businesses;
c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses;
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d) The establishment of performance standards for small businesses to replace design or operational
standards required in the regulation; and

e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements contained in the regulation.

The amendments to Chapter 146a contained in this final-form rulemaking do not contain compliance or
reporting requirements or specify performance standards that must be met. As such, the final-form rulemaking
does not impose any adverse effects on small business or any other regulated entity. As noted in response to
question 19 above, the final-form rulemaking likely will result in cost savings to the regulatory community.

(28) if data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail how the
data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical, replicable and testable dat? that is
supported by documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. Please submit data or supporting materials
with the regulatory package. if the material exceeds 50 pages, please provide it in a searchable electronic
format or provide a list of citations and internet links that, where possible, can be accessed in a searchable
format in lieu of the actual material, if other data was considered but not used, please explain why that data was
determined not to be acceptable.

Data is not the basis for this final-form rulemaking.

(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:

A. The length of the public comment period: 30 days

B. The date or dates on which any public meetings or hearings
will be held: No hearings will be held

C. The expected date of delivery of the final-form regulation: Spring 2019

D. The expected effective date of the final-form regulation: Upon nublication of the final-form
regulation in the PA Bulletin

E. The expected date by which compliance with the final-form
regulation will be required: Upon publication of the final-form

regulation in the PA Bulletin

F. The expected date by which required permits, licenses or other
approvals must be obtained: None are required
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(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations after its
implementation.

The Department reviews each of its regulations for continued effectiveness on a triennial basis.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

TITLE 31- INSURANCE

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

[31 Pa. CODE CH. 146a]

Privacy of Consumer Financial Information

[Pa.B. ]
[Saturday,

__________,

201_I

Preamble

The Insurance Department (Department) amends Chapter 146a of the Insurance
Department’s regulations ((31 Pa. Code § 146a.1-146a.44) (relating to privacy of consumer
financial information)) to read as set forth in Annex A. This final-form rulemaking is made under
the Department’s general rulemaking authority as set forth in sections 206, 506, 1501 and 1502 of
The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P.S. § 66, 186, 411 and 412) and the Department’s
rulemaking authority under the Unfair Insurance Practices Act (40 P.S. § 1171.1-1171.15). See
PALU v. Insurance Department, 371 A.2d 564 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1977) (further explaining the
Commissioner’s authority to promulgate regulations pursuant to the Unfair Insurance Practices
Act).

Purpose

The purpose of this final-form rulemaking is to update the Commonwealth’s requirements for
the treatment of nonpublic financial information in accordance with the changes made to the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) Model Regulation #672, entitled
“Privacy of Consumer Financial and Health Information Regulation.” The revisions to the NAIC
model were precipitated by an amendment to section 503 of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley-Act
(OLBA) (15 U.S.C.A. § 6803) entitled “Eliminate Privacy Notice Confusion,” passed by
Congress on December 4, 2015. See section 75001 of Pub. L. No. 114-94. This final-form
rulemaking incorporates exceptions to the privacy notice requirement and provides that if a licensee
uses a sample privacy form as set forth in 16 CFR Part 313 (relating to privacy of consumer
financial information), the licensee would be deemed compliant with the state’s model regulation.

Comments and Responses

Notice of proposed rulemaking was published at 48 Pa.B. 4258 (July 21, 2018), with a 30-
day public comment period. Insurance Agents and Brokers (Lk&B), Pennsylvania Association of
Mutual Insurance Companies (PAMIC), Capital Blue Cross, and the Insurance Federation of
Pennsylvania (WP) submitted comments during the comment period. MI comments were taken
into consideration.
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IA&B and PAMIC submitted comments on August 15 and 16 respectively and expressed
support for the Department’s proposed rulemaking.

Capital Blue Cross expressed support for the Department’s proposal to eliminate the
requirement for annual GLBA notices. Capital Blue Cross did, however, express concerns
regarding the proposal to sunset the safe harbor for the use of sample clauses. Capital Blue Cross
was concerned that by sunsetting the safe harbor, this would force Capital Blue Cross to use the
federal privacy form. The Department spoke with Capital Blue Cross representatives to clarify
that notwithstanding the sunset of the safe harbor, a licensee may continue to incorporate the
sample clauses into their disclosure notices and be determined by the Department to be in
compliance with the requirements of the regulation based upon a review of the text of the notice
itself.

WP expressed support for the proposed rulemaking, however, WP offered one editorial
change. Specifically, WP recommended a change to Section 146a. 13(f) by adding “or National
Association of Insurance Commissioners Regulation #672, Appendix B”. The Department
adopted the proposed language.

The Independent Regulatory Review Commission (WRC) submitted two comments: (1)
requesting that the Department address Capital Blue Cross’s concern with regard to the
sunsethng of the safe harbor; and (2) requesting the Department address the WP’s request with
regard to adding language to Section 146a.13(O). Both comments have been addressed as
previously explained.

Affected Parties

This final-form rulemaking applies to all entities that fall within the definition of a “licensee”
in 31 Pa. Code § l46a.2 including:

• Licensed insurers as defined in section 201-A of The Insurance Department Act
of 1921 (40 P.S. § 65.1-A) and entities doing the business of insurance under The
Insurance Company Law of 1921 (40 P.S. § 341—991.2610).

• Fraternal benefit societies licensed under sections 2401—2466 of The Insurance
Company Law of 1921 (40 P.S. § 991.2401—991.2466).

• Producers licensed under sections 601-A—699.1-A of The Insurance Department
Actof 1921 (40P.S. § 310.1—310.99a).

• Reinsurance intermediaries licensed under sections 70 1—710 of The Insurance
Department Act of 1921 (40 P.S. § 321.1—321.10); insurance administrators
licensed under the Insurance Administrator Licensure Act (40 P.S. § 324.1—
324.13); and other miscellaneous persons or entities licensed or required to be
licensed, or authorized or required to be authorized, or registered or required to be
registered under The Insurance Department Act of 1921 (40 P.S. § 1—326.7).

• Health maintenance organizations holding a certificate of authority under section
201 of the Health Care Facilities Act (35 P.S. § 448.201).

• Nonadmitted insurers that accept business placed through a surplus lines licensee
(as defined in section 1602 of The Insurance Company Law of 1921 (40 P.S. §
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991.1602)) in this Commonwealth with regard to surplus lines placements placed
under sections 1601—1626 of The Insurance Company Law (40 P.S. §
99 1. 160 1—991. 1626)

Fiscal Impact

State Government

There will not be any fiscal impact to the Department as a result of this final-form
rulemaking.

General Public

This final-form rulemaking will not impose costs and will not have a fiscal impact upon the
general public.

Political Subdivisions

This final-form rulemaking will not impose additional costs on political subdivisions.

Private Sector

While the Department cannot quantify the exact savings to the private sector, the Department
believes that the private sector will see savings due to a reduction in postage and printing costs
associated with the annual disclosure.

Papentork

This final-form rulemaking will not impose additional paperwork on the Department,
because no filing is required to be made by licensees. This final-form rulemaking will reduce
paperwork for the private sector because it would reduce the need to provide duplicative
disclosures.

Effectiveness/Sunset Date

This final-form rulemaking will become effective upon final-form publication in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The Department continues to monitor the effectiveness of regulations
on a triennial basis. Therefore, a sunset date has not been assigned.

Contact Person

Questions or comments regarding this final-form rulemaking may be addressed in writing to
Bridget Burke, Regulatory Coordinator, Insurance Department, 1341 Strawberry Square,
Harrisburg, PA 17120, fax (717) 772-1969, briburke@pa.2ov.
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Regzilaton’ Review

Under Section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5(a)), on July 11,2018, the
Department submitted a copy of the notice of proposed rulemaking, published at 48 Pa.B. 4258,
to IRRC and the Chairpersons for the Senate Banking and Insurance Committee and the House
Insurance Committee for review and comment.

Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, RRC and the House and Senate
Committees were provided copies of comments received as well as other documents when
requested. In preparing the final-form rulemaking, the Department has considered all comments
from RRC and the public.

Under section 5. 1(j.2) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5aU.2)), on

____________

this final-form rulemaking was deemed approved by the House and Senate Committees. Under
section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act, WRC met on

________________

and approved the
final-form rulemaking.

Findings

The Commissioner finds that:

(1) Public notice of proposed rulemaking was given under sections 201 and 202 of the act of
July 31, 1968 (P.L. 769, No. 240) and the regulations thereunder, I Pa. Code § 7.1 and 7.2.

(2) A public comjtent period was provided as required by law and all comments were
considered.

(3) This final-form rulemaking does not enlarge the purpose of the proposed rulemaking
published at 48 Pa.B. 4258.

(2) This final-form rulemaking adopted by this order is necessary and appropriate for the
administration and enforcement of the authorizing statutes.

Order

The Commissioner, acting under the authorizing statutes, orders that:

(a) The regulations of the Department, 31 Pa. Code Chapter 146a, are amended by adding
section 146a.3 and amending sections l46a.2, l46a.12 and 146a.13 to read as set forth in Annex
A, with ellipses referring to the existing text of the regulations.

(b) The Department shall submit this final-form rulemaking to IRRC and the House and
Senate Committees as required by law.
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(c) The Department shall submit this final-form rulemaking to the Office of General Counsel
and Office of Attorney General for approval as to legality and form as required by law.

(d) The Department shall certify this final-form rulemaking, as approved for legality and
form, and deposit them with the Legislative Reference Bureau, as required by law.

(e) This final-form rulemaking shall take effect immediately upon publication of the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.

JESSICA K. ALTMAN
Insurance Commissioner
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Annex A

TITLE 31. INSURANCE

PART VIII. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

CHAPTER 146a. PRIVACY OF CONSUMER FINANCIAL INFORMATION

§ 146a.1. Purpose.

* * * * *

(c) Compliance. A licensee domiciled in this Commonwealth that is in compliance with this
chapter in a state that has not enacted laws or regulations that meet the requirements of Title V of
the act of November 12, 1999 (Pub.L. No. 106-102, 113 Stat. 1338) known as the Gramm
Leach-Bliley Act (Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999) (15 U.S.C.A. § 6801—6827)
may nonetheless be deemed to be in compliance with Title V of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act in
the other state.

[(d) Examples. The examples provided in this chapter are for illustrative purposes only
and do not otherwise limit or restrict the scope of this chapter.]

§ 146a.2. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have the following meanings,
unless the context requires otherwise:

* * * * *

Department—The Insurance Department of the Commonwealth.

Federal model privacy form—The model form in 16 CFR Part 313, Appendix A (relating
to model privacy form\ or a successor provision, which is determined In Federal
regulation to be compliant with the requirements of the Gramm-Leach-BliIey Act (15
U.S.C.A. § 6801—6827).

Financial institution—An institution the business of which is engaging in activities that are
financial in nature or incidental to the financial activities as described in section 4(k) of the Bank
Holding Company Act of 1956 (12 U.S.C.A. § 1843(k)). The term does not include the
following:

* * * * *

(Editor’s Note: The following section is proposed to be added and printed in regular type to
enhance readability.)



§ 146a.3. Examples and safe harbor.

(a) Compliance. U a licensee uses an example, sample clause or Federal model privacy form,
the licensee shall be considered compliant with a corresponding requirement of this chapter to
the extent applicable. Licensees may rely on the Federal model privacy form used in accordance
with its attached instructions as a safe harbor for compliance with the requirements of this
section related to privacy notice content.

(b) Nonexclusive means of compliance. The examples in this chapter, the sample clauses in
Appendix A (relating to sample clauses) and the Federal model privacy form are not the
exclusive means of compliance with the requirements of this chapter. Licensees may continue to
use other types of privacy notices, including notices that contain examples or the sample clauses
in Appendix A, or both, provided that the notices accurately describe the licensee’s privacy
practices and otherwise meet the privacy notice content requirements of this chapter.

(c) Sunset of safe harborfor sample clauses in Appendix A. While licensees may continue to
use privacy notices that contain examples and the sample clauses in Appendix A, licensees may
not rely on the use of privacy notices containing the sample clauses in Appendix A as a safe
harbor for compliance with the privacy notice content requirements of this chapter after July 1,
2019.

Subchapter B. PRIVACY AND OPT OUT NOTICES FOR FINANCIAL
INFORMATION

§ 146a.12. Annual privacy notice to customers required.

(a) Notice.

(1) General nile. A licensee shall provide a clear and conspicuous notice to customers that
accurately reflects its privacy policies and practices not less than annually during the
continuation of the customer relationship. Annually means at least once in any period of 12
consecutive months during which that relationship exists. A licensee may define the 12-
consecutive-month period, but the licensee shall apply it to the customer on a consistent basis.

(2) Example. A licensee provides a notice annually if it defines the 12-consecutive-month
period as a calendar year and provides the annual notice to the customer once in each calendar
year following the calendar year in which the licensee provided the initial notice. For example, if
a customer opens an account on any day of year 1, the licensee shall provide an annual notice to
that customer by December31 of year 2.

(b) Exemption to general nile.

(1) A licensee is not required to provide an annual privacy notice under this section if all
of the following apply:



(i) The licensee has not changed its policies or practices regarding disclosure of
nonpublic personal financial information from those in the most recent notice sent to
consumers.

(ii) The disclosure of nonpublic personal financial information is made to only
nonaffiliated third parties and meets any of the following requirements:

(A) Is made in accordance with § 146a.31 (relating to exception to opt out requirements
for disclosure of nonpublic personal financial information for service providers and loint
marketing).

(B) Falls within the exceptions in § 146a.32 (relating to exceptions to notice and opt out
requirements for disclosure of nonpublic personal financial information for processing and
servicing transactions).

(C) Falls within the exceptions in § 146a.33 (relating to other exceptions to notice and
opt out requirements for disclosure of nonpublic personal financial information).

(2) A licensee that no longer meets the criteria in paragraph (1) shall provide an annual
privacy notice under this section.

[(b)] fj Tennination.

* * * * *

[(c)] 112 Delivery. When a licensee is required by this section to deliver an annual privacy
notice, the licensee shall deliver it according to § 146a. 16 (relating to delivery).

§ 146a.13. Information to be included in privacy notices.

* * * * *

(0 Sample clauses and Federal model privacy form. Sample clauses illustrating some of the
notice content required by this section are included in Appendix A (relating to sample
clauses) and may be found in the Federal model privacy form in 16 CFR Part 313,
Appendix A (relating to model privacy form) OR NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS REGULATION #672, APPENDIX B.



Insurance Department

Notice of Final Rulemaking

31 Pa. Code Chapter 146a

PRIVACY OF CONSUMER FiNANCIAL INFORMATION

Document/Fiscal Note No. 11-257

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER’S CERTIFICATION

I, Jessica K. Altman, hereby certify that I have reviewed this Proposed Form
Regulation and determined that it is consistent with the principles outlined in
Executive Order 1996-1.

4.- 1S.A.c%_
‘/ssica K. Altiiian
Insurance Commissioner
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Capital

August17, 2018

Ms. Bridget Burke
Regulatory Coordinator AUG 2 0 2018
Pennsylvania Insurance Department
1341 Strawberry Square Independent Regulatory
Harrisburg, PA 17120 RevieW Commisslan

Submitted via email to briburke@pp.Qov

Re: Proposed RegulatIon #11-257: PrIvacy of Consumer Financial Information

Dear Ms. Burke:

Capital BlueGrass (ucapitar) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on proposed
Regulation ltl 1-257: Privacy of Consumer Financial Information.

Capital applauds the Pennsylvania Insurance Department’s (19DM) proposed actions to
eliminate the redundancy of mandated consumer notification under the Gramm-Leach-Bllley Act
(GLBA), while continuing to ensure consumers are sufficiently apprised of their privacy rights.
As such, Capital supports the Department’s proposal to eliminate the requirement of annual
GLBA notices In the absence of any changes to a regulated entity’s privacy policies and
procedures. However, Capital has substantial concerns regarding the sunset of the existing
sample clause safe harbor In favor of the use of the federal OLGA model form (Model Form.”)
We believe there are unintended consequences of doing so and urge the PlO to reconsider the
current direction on the Model Farm.

Streamlining of GISA Annual Notice Requirement

The OLGA requires all financial institutions,. Including insurance companies, to provide notices of
their privacy practices relating to Non-public Personal Information (MNPI”) to consumers (“GLBA
Notices.0) The OLGA Notices must be provided upon the inlUal establishment of a customer
relationship and then at least annually thereafter. Capital supports the PlO’s proposal to no
longer require insurers issue such notices annually in the absence of any privacy policy and/or
practice changes. We believe that this is an important steb toward reducing consumer
information fatigue, resulting from the bombardment of redundant privacy notices from multiple
sources, thereby increasing consumer alertness to truly useful and actionable information.
Subsequently, we strongly encourage the RD to adopt this streamlined approach as proposed.

Sunsetting Sample Clause Safe Harbor

On the other hand, Capital has substantial concerns with the PID’s proposal to sunset the
sample clause safe harbor. One of the long-standing goals of the OLGA is to provide
consumers with easily understandable and relevant information on the use and disclosure of
theIr NP!. The PID’s proposal to sunset the sample clause safe harbor and adopt the Model
Form in its place contravenes this goal.

Hsrrisburg, PA 17177 capbluecross.com

Ilrn.kh cam beneIII;.mgnem BIaad or j,JrnL,,IoInrojI Csapftz,I LijujiCror., ninUarb cIjIh,cjIurIm), CmpIu,IAdvHnffiu In,urn,,co Compeflt.CpILaTAdflhIUftJe s4’Irance Conipnnynnd Kuyrno,rn flouIth Plow CunEnt. Indpondont liconacu, Of LhO flluoCrnm, fllueSIp&cl An,oclnU,,n.
CcwnniunItlo,,! boui,d by Copital flloecrnn In IL, capacIty a, ,,ctinTiiJ,l,tilor 1,1 poflram md provider ,olnuopu ror all componles.



The Model Form was developed by federal regulators in 2009 for financial Institutions, such as
banks and credit card companies. While health insurers, such as Capital, fall within the broadly-
defined term of “financial inslitutlon” to which the GLBA applies, we are unlike these other
entities in that we do not use consumer informatIon for financial transactions that are unrelated
to the adminIstration of health Insurance coverage.

While the PlO’s proposal does not require insurers to use the Model Form, by sunsetting the
sample clause safe harbor and establishing the Model Form in Its place, health insurers will be
left with no choice but to use the Model Form In order to take advantage of the compliance safe
harbor.

The Model Form is designed spec[fically for financial institutions that deal in investments, loans
and deposits, as evidenced by its multiple references to financial companies and the manymentions of credit reporting and related activities. The Model Form does not inform consumersand has little connection to how NPI is used by health insurers to provide coverage, processclaims, and facilitate treatments. This disconnect makes the Model Form Irrelevant in theinsurance context. AdditIonally, consumers may be confused by receiving the Model Form fromtheir health Insurers when they customarily receive these from banks and credit cardcompanies. This may create a misconception that health insurers are using consumerinformation for financial transactions unrelated to their insurance coverage, In the healthinsurance context, the Model Form does not provide any added benefits toward Improvingconsumer awareness of data privacy. Rather, it creates unnecessary confusion to consumersat the expense of added financial and administrative burdens on health Insurers.

Last but not least, health Insurers are also subject to the Health insurance Portability andAccountability Act (HIPAA), which establishes specific prIvacy and security standards for theuse and disclosure of Protected Health information rPHl). Since the HJPM-mandated Noticeof Privacy Practices (HIPAA NPP”) already outlines health insurers’ use and disclosure of PHIwithin which NPI almost always falls; the Model Form provides no additional actionableInformation to consumers for their privacy protection. The sample clauses, on the other hand,may be used In a way that is concise and succinct to supplement the HIPM NPP withoutcontributing to consumers’ informational overload. Consequently, we strongly recommend thatthe PID not sunset the sample clause safe harbor, but maintain it as an alternative to the ModelForm.

We appreciate your consideration of our comments. Should you have any questions, pleasecontact me at 717-541-6245 or at doupias.fumess@caDbluecross.com

Slncei..,,

hovemment & Regulatory Affairs



The Insurance Federation of Pennsylvania, Inc. AUG 21 2018
1600 Market Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103 Independent Regulatory

Tel: (215) 665-0500 E-mail: smarshallifpenn.org I Revlw_ComflhlSSlOn

Samuel R. Marshall August 19, 2018
President & CEO

Bridget Burke
Regulatory Coordinator
Pennsylvania Insurance Department
1341 Strawberry Square
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Re: Regulation 11-257 — proposed revisions to 31 Pa.Code Chapter 146a —

Privacy of Consumer Financial Information

Dear Ms. Burke:

On behalf of our members and our national trade counterparts, the insurance
Federation supports the revisions proposed by the Insurance Department in this
regulation.

As the Department explains, this is consistent with changes made at the federal
level in 2015 under the FAST Act to eliminate needless and potentially confusing
annual privacy notices to consumers under the Gramm-Leach-Blilely Act.

We offer one recommendation, a refinement to the proposed change to Section
146a.13(f) covering sample forms and the reference to the Federal model privacy
form. The proposed regulation references that form as being found “at 16 CFR Part
313, Appendix A.” We recommend that subsection also Include the same form as
found in the NAIC regulation covering this by adding “or National Association of
Insurance Commissioners Regulation #672, Appendix B.” The forms match in
content, but the instructions for NAIC form are more insurance-specific,



Page two

We thank the Department for taking up this regulation, and we look forward to
getting this done.

Sincerely,

Samuel R. Marshall



August 15,2018

ao1J

Bridget Burke
Regulatory Coordinator
Pennsylvania Insurance Department
1341 Strawberry Square
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Sent via email to briburkepov

LE©llYI
AUG 152018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commls5ion

Insurance Agents
& Brokers

Dear Ms. Burke:

RE: IABcB COMMENTS ON PROPOSED REGULATION #11-257: PRIVACY OF CONSUMER
FINANCIAL INFORMATION

On behalf of the Insurance Agents & Brokers of Pennsylvania (IA&B), representing independent
insurance agents and brokers Located throughoutthe state, lam providing these comments on
proposed regulation ffil-257: Privacy of Consumer Financial Information. 1A&B supports the
proposed changes, which reflect recent amendments to the federal Gramm-Leach-BLiley Ad
(GLBA) and corresponding provisions of NAIC Model Regulation #672. These changes will be
welcome by many of our independent insurance agencies as they promote consistency
between state and federal law and reduce costs of compliance by alleviating the need for
annual privacy notices when certain conditions are met.

We appreciate your consideration of our comments. Should you have any questions please do
not hesitate to contact me at 717-503-5793, ext 607 or Laurenfl@lABforME.com

5050 flITTER ROAD. MECHANICSBUAG, PA 17055 800-998-964 t. 717-795-9100 .1 IABFOIIME.COM

Sincerely,

Lauren Brinjac
Government Affairs Director

cc: Independent Regulatory Review Commission (via email)



Stephen Hoffman 32 o?

From: Scott Schalles
Sent Thursday, August 16, 2018 1152 AM

To: JRRC
Subject FW: PAMIC COMMENT ON PROPOSED REGULATION #11-257: PRIVACY OF CONSUMER

FINANOAL INFORMATION I -

NRC U3207 AUG 1 €2018

From: Ron Gallagher 1maiIto:ra&IaoheroJmic.ora] Independent Regulatory

Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2018 11:31 AM Review Commission

To: Bridget Burke
Cc: Scott Schalles; Joth Fraith
Subject: PAMEC COMMENT ON PROPOSED REGULATION #11-257: PRIVACY OF CONSUMER FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Bridget,

On behalf of the Pennsylvania Association of Mutual Insurance Companies (PAMIC), I am providing
you our comments on the draft regulation.

PAMIC applauds the Insurance Department’s efforts to streamline and modernize the notice
requirements affecting the privacy of consumer financial information. Last year, the Insurance
Department contacted PAMIC by providing an exposure draft of the proposed
regulation. Additionally, the Insurance Department asked for insight into the costs of complying
with the current (un-amended regulation) for their regulatory analysis form. Their openness and
cooperation while developing this regulation are appreciated.

Notice requirements are standard practice in our industry as a form of Consumer education and
protection. The insurer Cost to comply with notice requirements can be substantial with consumer
ultimately paying for these cost through their premiums. This draft regulation does not diminish
the overarching goat of educating and protecting consumers. Instead, the draft regulation
enhances the goals by reducing unneeded and possibly confusing notice requirements when certain
conditions are met and reduces insurer administrative costs with consumers as the ultimate
beneficiary. These changes also promote consistency between state and federal law - an essential
aspect for multi-state insurers.

PAMIC fully supports the draft regulation submitted by the Pennsylvania Insurance Department.

Respectfully,

Ran Gallagher
President
Pennsylvania Association of Mutual Insurance Companies
W: 717-458-1029 C: 717-736-5949 E: rgallagher@pamic.org
Visit; http://www.namicnrW



GOVERNORS OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL

May 15, 2019

Honorable Tina Pickett
Majority Chairman
House Insurance Conuniltee
315-A Main Capitol Bldg
Harrisburg, PA 17120-2110

Re: Ensuranee Depatimeni Final-form Regulation No. 11-257, Privacy of Consumer Financial
Information

Dear Representative Pickett:

Pursuant to Section 5.1(b) of tile Regulatory Review Act, enclosed for your information and
review is final-form regulation 31 Pa. Code, Chapter 146a. Privacy of Consumer Financial Information.

The purpose of these regulations is to amend 31 Pa. Code Cli. 146a (relating to Privacy of Consumer
Financial Information) in accordance with changes made to the National Association of Insurance
Conuiflssioners (NAIC) Model Regulation p672 entitled ‘Privacy of Consumer Financial and Health
Information Regulation.” The amendments contained in this rulemaking provide that a licensee’s use of the
federal “Model Privacy Form,” codified at 16 CFR Part 313, Appendix A, would constitute compliance with
the requirements of Chapter 146a. Additionally, this rulemaking would exempt certain licensees from
providing an annual privacy notice if the licensee has not changed its policies and practices from those
described in the most recent disclosure.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at (717) 787-2567.

Sincerely yours,

F.
Bridget E. Burke
Regulatory Coordinator

cc: David Sumner, Executive Director IRRC

1341 srRAWBERRY SQUARE I HARRISBURG, PA 17120
Ph: 717-787-25671 Fx: 717-772-1969 I S pennsy[vani

IIlUfl4NCE DEMIUHF



GOVERNOR’S OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL

May 15, 2019

Honorable Anthony DeLuca
Minority Chairman
House Insurance Committee
115 Irvis Office building
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Re: Insurance Deparirneni Final-form Regulation No, 11-257, Privacy of Consumer Financial
Information

Dear Representative DeLuca:

Pursuant to Section 5.1(b) of the Regulatory Review Act, enclosed for your information and
review is final-form regulation 31 Pa. Code, Chapter 146a. Privacy of Consumer Financial Information.

The purpose of these regulations is to amend 3) Pa. Code Cli. I 46a t)ating to Privacy of Consumer

Financial Information) in accordance with changes made to the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners (NAIC) Model Regulation 41672 entitLed ‘Privacy of Consumer Financial and Health
Information Regulation” The amendments contained in this rulemaking provide that a licensee’s use of the

federal “Model Privacy Form,” codified at 16 CER Part 313, Appendix A, would constitute compliance with
the requirements of Chapter 146a. Additionally, this rulemaking would exempt certain licensees from
providing an annual privacy notice if the licensee has not changed its policies and practices from those
described in [he most recent disclosure.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at (717) 787-2567.

Sincerely yours,

R’nLt cE.flae
Bridget Ti Burke
Regulatory Coordinator

cc: David Sumner, Executive Director ]RRC

1341 STRAWBERRY SQUARE I HARRISBURG P417120
Ph: 117-787.25671 Fx: 717-77219691 www.insurance.pagpv ‘

- pennsyLvani
‘45 UI’A’ItF flFPA,T1F



GOVERNOR’S OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL

May 15, 2019

Honorable Sharif Street
Minority Chairman
Senate Banking and Insurance Committee
535 Main Capitol
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Re: Insurance Department Final-form Regulation No. 11-257, Privacy of Consumer Financial
Information

Dear Senator Street:

Pursuant to Section 5.1(b) of the Regulatory Review Act, enclosed for your information and
review is final-form regulation 31 Pa. Code, Chapter 146a. Privacy of Consumer Financial Information.

The purpose of these regulations is to amend 31 Pa. Code Ch. 146a (relating to Privacy of Consumer
Financial Information) in accordance with changes made to the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners (NMC) Mode! Regulation #672 entitled “Privacy of Consumer Financial and Health
Information Regulation.” The amendmenLs contained in this rulemaking provide that a licensee’s use of the
federal “Model Privacy Form,” codified at 16 CFR Part 313, Appendix A, would constitute compliance with
the requirements of Chapter 146a. Additionally, this mlemaking would exempt certain licensees from
providing an annual privacy notice if the licensee has not changed its policies and practices ibm those
described in the most recent disclosure.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at (717) 787—2567.

Sincerely yours,

A
.

/2c
Bridget B. Burke
Regulatory Coordinator

cc: David Sumner, Executive Director IRRC

1341 STRAWBERRY SQUARE I HARRISBURG, PA 17120
Ph: 717-787.2567 I Fx: 717-772’1969 I www.insurancp.paitov pennsylvani
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S
GOVERNOR’S OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL

May 15, 2019

Honoiable Maim M Scaveilo
Majotity Chaiiman
Senate Banking and lnsuiance Comimitee
Senate Box 203040
20 East Wrng
Hamsbug, PA 17120-3040

Re: Insurance Depaitmcnt Pioposed Regulation No 11-257, Piivacy of Consurnei Financial
Infotination

Deai SenatoL Scavello:

Pwsuant to Section 5.1(b) of the Regulatoiy Review Act, enclosed for your information and
teview is final-foim iegulation 31 Pa. Code, Chapter 146a. Privacy of Consumei Financial Infoisnation

The pu pose of these iegulations is to amend 31 Pa Code Cli. 146a (relating to Privacy of Consumer
Financial Infoirnation) in accoidance with changes made to the National Association of hisuiance
Commissioneis (NMC) Model Regulation #672 entitled “Pnvacy of Consumer Financial and Health
Infoimation Regulation” The amendments contained in this rulemaking piovide that a licensee’s use of the
federal “Model Puvacy Foim,” codified at 1 6 CFR Pait 313, Appendix A, would constitute compliance with
the iequiiements of Chaptei 146a Additionally, this rulemaking would exempt ceitain licensees floin
providing an annual privacy notice if the licensee has not changed its policies and pmactices horn those
descubed in the most ieeent disclosuie

If you have any questions iegamdmng this mattci, please contact meat (717) 787-2567.

Smnceiely yours,

LQd F,j2t
Bridget E But
Regulatory Cooidinatoi

cc David Sumnem, Executive Dnector IRRC

1341 STRAWBERRY SQUARE I HARRISBURG, PA 17120
Ph 71778725671 Fx 7i7 772 1969 I www insurance a gov pennsyLvani

INSUCANCi OF•AnrNE
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